Quiz on Noah’s Flood, Ice Age, and the Age of Dinosaurs
1 Can the date of Adam's creation and Noah's Flood be defined from the Bible?
a Yes
b No
2 Are there gaps in the dates to define time of Adam's creation and Noah's Flood?
a Yes
b No
3 What is the date of Adam's creation based on the Bible?
a 90,000 BC
b 50,000 BC
c ~ 4,088 BC
4 What is the date of Noah's Flood based on the Bible?
a 190,000 years before present
b 10,000 years before present
c ~ 2,400 BC
5 Where did the Flood Water come from?
a Water Canopy above the Earth
b Ice Comets
c "Subterranean" cavity ("fountains of the great deep")
6 Where did the Floodwaters return after the Flood?
a It evaporated
b Separation of the continents and rise of mountains created a space for the water
c Returned to the subterranean cavities under the effects of gravity
7 Is there evidence of large amounts of water under the "earth"?
a Yes
b No
8 What evidences were given that Noah's Flood occurred ~ 2,400 BC?
a Today's population level
b Sudden end of Early civilizations (Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Stonehenge)
c Water erosion on base of Sphinx
d All of the above
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9 Was the Flood local or global?
a Yes
b No
10 How deep is the Greenland Ice Sheet?
a 1,000 feet
b 5,000 feet
c ~ 10,000 feet
11 When was the Ice Age based on the number of rings in the ice core?
a 40,000 years before present
b 190,000 years before present
12 When was the Ice Age based on thermal analysis of the Ice Sheet?
a 190,000 years before present
b 2,400 BC (time of Flood)
13 Could Greenland Ice Sheet last for 190,000 years?
a Yes
b No
14 What was the Greenland ice sheet temperature when it was formed?
a 0 degree C (32 degree F)
b minus 32 degree (-25.6 F)
15 How was super cold ice temperature (-32 degree C) produced?
a Through normal annual snow fall
b By ejecting water high into the upper atmosphere (~200,000 feet altitude)
16 What does frozen mammoths found in Siberia prove?
a They fell into an ice crevasse and froze to death
b Buried in super cold ice that fell down in an "instant"
17 Is Evolution a Theory of Fact?
a Fact
b Theory
18 How are the ages of prehistoric life and dinosaurs defined?
a By assumption based on the Evolutionary Theory
b By direct measurement of fossils
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19 How are fossils formed?
a By landslides that cover the animal
b Through covering with sediments (sand and mud) followed by compression
20 Are fossils formed today?
a Yes
b No
21 What does the fossil records show?
a Sudden burial and fossilization
b Signs of tremendous carnage (large mass graves, huge piles of broken bones)
c All of the above
22 What are living fossils?
a Fossils that are covered with grass and molds
b Animals that are fossilized and are also alive today
23 What does finding soft tissue and blood cell in dinosaur fossils indicate?
a Proves that dinosaurs live millions of years ago
b Proves that dinosaurs could not be millions of years old
24 What does finding Carbon 14 atoms in dinosaur fossils indicate?
a Nothing
b That dinosaurs lived less than 50,000 years ago (according to the scientific
process of carbon 14 dating)
25 Who was the presenter?
a Albert Einstein
b Isaac Newton
c Peter Lak's Dad

